
NOMINATION AND REMUNERATION COMMITTEE BY-LAW 

I. Mission Statement 

The fundamental aim of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee (“Committee”) is:  

(A) carrying out recruitment procedures with regard to finding candidates for fulfilling the 

functions of the Grupa KĘTY S.A. (“Company”) Management Board Members; 

(B) presenting to the Supervisory Board of the Company (“Supervisory Board”) of a 

candidate or candidates to fulfil the functions of the Company Management Board Members; 

(C) control and supervision of the system of remuneration of Company Management Board 

Members; 

(D) analysis of the system of remuneration of the Company Management Board Members as 

compared to systems binding at other entities operating on the market; 

(E) drawing up a report of the Committee, which will be attached to the annual report on the 

operations of the Company Supervisory Board submitted to the Annual General Meeting 

(“AGM”). 

 

II. Membership 

1. The Committee shall be composed of at least two members and their exact number will be 

specified annually by the Supervisory Board.  

2. The Committee members will be appointed from among the Supervisory Board Members 

by a resolution passed by the Supervisory Board, and will perform their function until 

their resignation has been accepted or until their recall, in accordance with the mode 

adopted for appointments. 
 

 

III. Scope of Authorization and Powers  

 

1. The function of the Committee involves collective performance of supervisory operations 

within the extent assigned by the Supervisory Board. 

2. In need, the Committee shall carry out a recruitment procedure in order to find a person to 

be appointed Member of the Company Management Board. If a candidate or candidates 

are selected, the Committee presents them to the Supervisory Board. 

3. The Committee analyses all remuneration components to which the Company 

Management Board Members are entitled and which are paid to them. 

4. The Committee is authorized to submit to the Supervisory Board motions for amendments 

to the general remuneration principles or to the system of employing the Company 

Management Board Members, as well as to the employment terms set forth for the 

particular Members of the Company Management Board. 

5. In the event of implementing an incentive scheme at the Company (e.g. management 

options plan), the Committee shall carry out an analysis and submit their opinion to the 

Supervisory Board regarding the scheme assumptions and conditions. Furthermore, the 

Committee shall supervise the scheme and its execution on a running basis.  

6. The Committee shall cooperate with external auditors employed by the Company as 

regards assessment of the remuneration paid to the Management Board Members. 

7. During the performance of their activities, the Committee may not exceed the limit of 

powers granted to the Supervisory Board. 

 



 

IV. Structure and Operations 

 

1. The Committee Members appointed by the Supervisory Board select the Committee 

Chairman from among themselves. 

2. The Committee will meet in person or convene through technical mass-communication 

facilities, at the dates and venues indicated by the Committee Chairman. 

3. The dates of meetings, sessions conducted in another manner, or actions to be undertaken 

will be notified in writing and accepted unanimously whenever they are deemed necessary 

or required by the Committee or its Chairman. 

4. The Chairman, in cooperation with the other Committee Members, will determine the 

agenda of the meeting and the issues to be discussed at Committee meetings or sessions 

conducted in another manner, whereas the information regarding the agenda and issues to 

be discussed will be communicated to all Members of the Supervisory Board and 

Management Board. 

5. Quorum shall be made up of two Committee Members, however, should the number of 

participants in a meeting or session conducted in another manner exceed two Members, a 

resolution passed by the majority of such Members attending a meeting in which quorum is 

present shall be deemed to be the resolution of the Committee; whereas if only two 

Members are present, the resolution shall be deemed to be passed by the Committee 

provided that the votes cast by the two Members are unanimous. 

6. The Committee may request participation in its meeting (sessions conducted in another 

manner) of the Company Management Board Members or any other persons whose 

clarifications may be necessary for the Committee. For the proper fulfilment of their duties 

the Committee may at its discretion and at any time exclude any persons from its meetings, 

if necessary. 

7. The Committee shall take minutes and draw any other agreed upon forms of clear and 

explicit records regarding the course of meetings or sessions conducted in another manner 

and will submit to the Supervisory Board, on a regular basis, reports of these meetings or 

sessions, along with the information on the Committee operations, decisions, motions and 

recommendations and on any other matters required by these By-law or connected with the 

requirements defined by the Supervisory Board. 

8. The Committee shall submit recommendations to the Supervisory Board in the form of 

resolutions. The Supervisory Board is not bound by the resolutions of the Committee.  

 
 

V. Consideration for work 

 

The Committee members shall not receive, either directly or indirectly, any additional 

consideration for their work at the Committee.  


